RISE with SAP on
Amazon Web Services
An SAP-managed, single-instance SAP S/4HANA offering running
on the secure, reliable, and scalable AWS global infrastructure

Your solution, your choice
Since 2011, SAP customers have trusted AWS with their mission-critical ERP landscapes. Now, customers
looking for a fully managed path to SAP S/4HANA can combine SAP’s solution and implementation experience
with AWS' experience and leadership helping customers transform their SAP landscapes on the cloud. RISE with
SAP allows you to convert your existing ECC-based systems to S/4HANA on AWS, or start fresh with a greenfield
S/4HANA deployment.
When you run RISE on AWS, you benefit from AWS infrastructure and SAP-managed implementation. Join more
than 5,000 active customers who have chosen AWS as their partner for SAP cloud infrastructure and services by
running RISE on AWS.

Choose AWS for your RISE with SAP deployment
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SAP on AWS customers—
AWS remains the platform
of innovation and choice
for SAP customers
across industries and
geographic regions

straight years
as a “leader" in
Gartner’s Magic
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Cloud Infrastructure
and Platform Services1
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straight years
as a “leader”
in ISG's Provider
Lens™ Quadrant
Report for SAP HANA
Infrastructure Services2

years supporting SAP
customers—supporting
SAP customers since 2008
and purpose-building
infrastructure for SAP
workloads since 2011

AWS Regions run the SAP
Business Technology Platform—
extend to the SAP Business
Technology Platform in 10 AWS
Regions to modernize and innovate
your core business processes

Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure & Platform Services
ISG Provider Lens Quadrant for SAP HANA infrastructure Services
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SOLUTION BRIEF

Key features of
RISE with SAP
•

Full S/4HANA scope including
line-of-business processes
supporting 25 industries

•

System conversions enable
brownfield cloud migrations

•

Expert configuration helps
you take full advantage of
AWS infrastructure and services

•

Subscription-based pricing enables
you to trade CapEx for OpEx

•

Compatibility with partner add-ons
and existing enhancements allow
you to customize your deployment

Start your S/4HANA transformation on AWS today

Work
with AWS

Learn more about
SAP on AWS

Speak to a member of the AWS sales
team who specializes in SAP on AWS

Learn why AWS has emerged as the platform of choice
and innovation for more than 5,000 SAP customers

Contact us

Visit our website
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